Our mission has
always been simple –
to help you achieve
your vision, without
compromise.

Quiet, Safe, Timeless

We design and manufacture a complete line of aluminum windows, sliding glass
doors, terrace doors, and acoustically rated curtain wall for commercial buildings of
distinction, where aesthetics and advanced performance are critical considerations.

Let us help you exceed the expectations of your most discriminating
clients and deliver on your exacting design objectives.

Service commitment – a promise to deliver when and where you need us

University of Tennessee, Haslam School of Music
Knoxville, TN
Barbar McMurray Architects
SCW9000 acoustic curtain wall

Acoustic Attenuation
Delivering the Luxury of Quiet™

When your building is situated in the final approach to a busy airport, in close
proximity to the rumblings of heavy trains, the stop-and-go of bustling surface
transportation, or simply enveloped by the constant annoyance of numbing
urban noise, we can help you create an oasis of calm.

A quiet refuge is truly a luxury, and good for the body, mind, and soul.

St. Cloud Window boasts the most extensive repository of acoustic testing
in the industry with over 250 certified product acoustic tests and volumes of
transmission loss data. Armed with this experience, we can help you achieve
the interior sound levels your project demands.

Achieving preservation through replication – goes beyond a pane of glass

Our Lady of the Lake University, Main Building
San Antonio, TX
Kell Munoz Architects
SCW964 windows

HeadlineReplication
Historic
ASubhead
respectful eye for the past, exceptional performance for the future

At St. Cloud Window we understand the urgency of keeping the historic
integrity of a building intact, as well as the need to apply modern technology to
satisfy today’s demands for sustainable architecture.

We manufacture an extensive catalogue of products that are designed to be
historically accurate and replicate the features of landmark properties where
strict attention to detail is imperative. Not only can we help you meet the
compliance requirements for historic tax credits, but we will also meet the
thermal, structural, and ADA compliance requirements demanded of
modern buildings.

Optimizing Value – that goes straight to your bottom line

Hope Church, The Lodge
Richmond, VA
Bushman Dreyfus Architects
SCW2500 terrace doors

Terrace, French and Sliding Glass Doors
An inviting entry, yet always safe and secure

St. Cloud Window doors are held to the same precise standards as our windows.
They are designed to confront all the challenges nature can present – high wind,
heavy rain, windborne debris, and extreme temperatures. They are also very
good at delivering a luxurious, quiet style and elegance to complement the most
contemporary designs or the vintage sight lines of times gone by.

Exceptional quality - tested performance that quietly lasts a lifetime

2400 Chestnut Apartments
Philadelphia, PA
George O’Neill Architects
SCW3800 windows

Our Value Proposition
A wise investment that is practical, durable, and sustainable

Since project budgets allow for the purchase of windows only once, the wise choice is not based on
price alone. Rather, product selection is built around a number of important considerations:
· the build-quality of the product
· documented product performance
· ready compliance through the review and permitting processes
· the reputation of the manufacturer and their experience in the industry
· the assurance of superior factory technical assistance and support
· a strong and enduring warranty
· the confidence in knowing that your client will be satisfied
Cheap windows may cost less at the time of initial procurement, but persistent maintenance issues,
failing components, collateral structural damage, a tarnished reputation and the perception of
diminishing value all represent continuing negative financial impacts of a poor procurement decision.
St. Cloud Window has been manufacturing fenestration products of the highest quality since 1952.
We have the products, experience and expertise to deliver the best, for a reasonable price.
So make the wise choice – make St. Cloud Window your partner for windows and doors on your
next project.

“Everything is based on a simple rule: Quality is the best business plan. Period.”
										– Steve Jobs

Renwick Gallery of the Smithsonian American Art Museum
Washington, DC
Westlake Reed Leskosky Architects
SCW564i impact windows

A Proven Record of Performance
Manufacturing high quality windows and doors since 1952

Windows and doors manufactured by St. Cloud Window are considerably more than mere
visual portals to outside spaces. They must perform to the highest standards to ensure
the structural integrity of the facade. This also means they may be called upon to keep
hurricane-force winds and driven rain at bay, resist impacts from windborne debris, provide
a meaningful barrier of safety against potential acts of terror, and keep interior spaces
calm, quiet, warm and cool – and all with the smallest carbon footprint possible.

Products manufactured by St. Cloud Window are designed and engineered to perform at
the top of their class. Products are continuously tested to the most up-to-date architectural
performance standards by certified and accredited testing laboratories, in accordance with
uniform US and North American protocols.

Our products are constructed to deliver a lifetime of useful service and value to building
owners and backed by the strongest warranty in the industry.

Our mission has always been simple – to help
you achieve your vision, without compromise.

By design, we:
· engineer our windows and doors to exceed your needs and expectations
· provide superior acoustic performance, thoroughly documented by accredited test labs
· deliver meticulously accurate historic replications for landmark buildings
· partner with you through every step of the process from design to installation
· deliver consistently on our promises

Every project begins with an objective which gives birth to
an idea and eventually blossoms into a vision. At St. Cloud Window,
our objective is to help you achieve your vision, without compromise.

390 Industrial Blvd.
Sauk Rapids, Minnesota 56379
800.383.9311
stcloudwindow.com
info@stcloudwindow.com
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